Future Directions For
Business Communications
Over the last five years the telecoms
and I.T industry has evolved through a
slow but dramatic change, the increase
in unified and online communications
means that bandwidth hungry data
applications such as cloud computing,
IP & VOIP telecommunications, mobile
Apps and multimedia video services
are becoming more strategically
important in reducing business
overheads.
Unified and cloud based
communications are the future and
we need to ensure that our companies
are equipped to meet these demand
by turning to faster and more reliable
next generation networks.
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Microsoft recently announced that
by 2016 they will no longer provide
or support software for desktop
computers and hardware, their
software and windows platforms
will all be cloud based and the
subscription costs will be licensed over
monthly payments per user. That’s
great for those who have adapted to
running their business applications
through the cloud because they will
pay less for software and support,
have access to automatic software
updates and they will be able to
access there company files and work
from any where in the world providing
they have internet access of course.
The message is clear; we all need to

start looking ahead and putting
plans and procedures in place,
which will allow our companies to
adapt to change.
Faster and more reliable Internet
access is the backbone to our future
communications, IP telephony,
which is, integrated to our I.T
network applications, reducing
our communications costs and
having one service provider who
understands the industry the
products, how they work and most
importantly can guide us through
these future transitions.
That company is Lansafe.

One Company, One Solution
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Lansafe are specialists in integrated
voice and data solutions. Our
service covers all areas of
business communication, through

professional network design and the
installation of both future proof and
reliable products, we guarantee to
enhance your telecommunication

services, increase the speeds of your
data flow and most importantly,
reduce costs and improve your
overall business work efficiency.
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Data

IT Network Upgrade
To obtain optimum performance from
an integrated voice and data solution,
first and foremost we must check that
the local area network (LAN) is properly
installed. This network is the most
important part of the infrastructure
because it is the backbone, which
carries all voice and data traffic.
Before we install any equipment onto
the network we carry out a pre-install
survey, this will tell us how the network
is performing and we can carry out
the relevant repairs and upgrades
to the network. We also check the
security of the network as this can be an
opportunity for hacking if the network is
not locked down securely.
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The only way we can guarantee a
reliable service is if we are in full control
of the local area network, we test each
access point and identify all equipment
on the network so that we can optimize
the speeds of voice and data transfer.
Our network upgrades include a
comms cabinet installation or if you
already have a comms cabinet we will
re-patch and design your existing one
and in most cases we organize a new
layout making sure all the equipment is
linked correctly and neatly presented.
Where required we provide new
switches, routers and upgrade the
existing broadband to a high speed
internet service.

“Your local area
network is the
backbone to your
voice and data
traffic”
For businesses that are looking
to upgrade their I.T hardware or
software applications, Lansafe
will provide a range of both office
and cloud based solutions, which
can be tailored to each individual
customers requirement.

Voice

Integrated IP telecoms System
Lansafe specialise in the installation of
business class Asterix based telecoms
systems. Our IP PBX offers a wide range
of features and will significantly reduce
costs and improve work efficiency.
Irrelevant to the size and capacity of
users you require, all models in our
range include the options for call
recording, voice mail, info on hold, call
logging and much more.

The handset range offers LCD display
desk handsets, cordless phones; touch
screen HD video phones which all have
headset and conference call facility.
The system can connect to Analogue,
ISDN & VOIP, making it future proof
and an excellent bridge between old
and new technology. It can also be
used as a router gateway, which has

exceptional security features and with
our configuration, the system will
block any un-authorized access from
telephone hackers through its own
security firewall.

“The future of
telephony is here”

Call Transfer - Night Service - Info On Hold - Message to Email - Home Workers - Speed Dial - Voice Mail - Call Logging
Auto Attendant - IP Display Handsets - Caller ID - Hunt Groups - Call Recording - Direct Dial - Call Divert – Mobile Ext
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Advice

Service & Support
After sales support and customer
service is the most beneficial
part of our network service plan.
Once an installation is complete
we provide onsite training for
the customer, this covers the
basics in using the telephones to
make, receive and transfer calls.
We schedule a return visit to the
customer’s site within one week,
this allows our customers to use
the system and create a wish list
of changes they need, then we
apply those changes and provide
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more onsite training if required.
All our systems are maintained
both on site and remotely,
we notify you of any software
upgrades and some of our
maintenance is done remotely
during none business hours.
We attend site on a quarterly
basis regardless and our network
service plan includes on-going
training and unlimited support.
We understand what customers
expect from their telecoms

providers, this is why providing
first class after sales support is
our top priority.

“Our success is based
around our growing
reputation of providing
a cost effective, reliable
service”

Finance

Payment Plan
Having a managed I.T network
and telecoms system is crucial
to a business, which requires
a consistent workflow to
meet its daily objectives. The
importance of a reliable system
can sometimes be overlooked
when we take into consideration
the cost, this means companies
can’t take advantage of the
products and solutions they
need so they engage with the
alternative ones which they can
afford. Our network service
agreements are tailored to
ensure businesses get the most
from their communications
systems. A fully maintained and

managed solution is the only
way a business can be protected
from receiving a poor service
with unplanned maintenance
costs.
At Lansafe we understand
how important it is to provide
customers with quality products,
which work, we also understand
that in order for us to build and
maintain customer relationships
we must provide a first class
service with unlimited support.
Taking all this into consideration
we factor all the costs into
one monthly pay plan with no

upfront payment required. This
allows you the customer to have
the products you need and not
just what you can afford, we also
include the annual maintenance
and support fees into the
monthly pay plan so we as your
provider can have the right staff
and resources in place to give
you the service and support you
need when you need it.

“Simple affordable
investment at no
upfront cost”
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Lansafe Ltd
Blackthorn House
Skull House Lane
Appley Bridge
Wigan
WN6 9DB
T 0844 123 600
E service@lansafe.co.uk
www.lansafe.co.uk

